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Abstract 

The paper describes the concept of intelligent platform for modernization of technical systems based on the stages of the life cycle. 
Given a description of different upgrading strategies taking into account the stages of the life cycle. Described the methodology of 
modernization of the technical system taking into account the stage of the life cycle, as well as based on monitoring data. Shows 
the main methods of aggregation of monitoring data. Given a description of the methods of forecasting of key indicators of 
efficiency of technical systems using multi-agent systems. Describes the basic functionality of the platform and communication. 
Shows the structure of knowledge representation for different technical systems. Described in detail the structural, functional, 
parametric representation of data and knowledge, method of upgrading the technical system based on precedents, precedent of 
modernization, examples of precedents. An example showed. 
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1. Introduction 
The more knowledge they have, the more benefit they do for the company, which, in turn, improves the quality of 

work, meeting the demands of consumers1, 2. 
The task of hardware upgrade and its support in working order is one of priority tasks at different enterprises. The 
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leadership of the enterprises is interested in upgrade of the equipment and in maintenance process enhancement. 
Separate subdividing very often is established for these purposes. However, upgrade is used only for the new technical 
equipment. Cases of changeover or additions of nodes of system with the purpose of improving its production 
characteristics are extremely rare9, 10 and 11. In the meantime system of maintenance and repair of the equipment is one 
of the most difficult areas of a production management system. Hardware failures can have disastrous consequences 
not only for execution of the production program, but also viability and stability of the enterprise in general. The 
existing rules of the technical maintenance often don't allow to consider the current wear or the hidden hardware 
failures.  

During the analysis, a row of shortcomings of the methods of the technical maintenance of the equipment is 
revealed, which applied at the enterprises, such as:  
● an absence of the modern methods of condition monitoring of key parameters of functioning of the equipment; 
● an adaptation of permissible parameters according to life cycle of the equipment; 
● an absence of forecasting methods of a status of the equipment on the basis of monitoring data; 
● a system of diagnostics of a status of the equipment and identification of a failure isn’t qualitative, and problems 

with detection of methods of its elimination as a result;  
● an adaptation of schedule of plan operations for the failure prevention, taking into account results of monitoring 

and the forecast of a status of the equipment; 
● an assessment of results of the carried-out operations on maintenance of up state, and also diagnostics and 

elimination of failures. 

As the main shortcoming, in case of the decision of the task of upgrade, it is necessary to mark: 

● there is no information by examples of the decision of similar tasks – upgrade precedents; 
● there are difficulties when forming the key purpose of upgrade, for a possibility of decomposition of tasks, choices 

of the physical principles of action and the upgraded structural elements; 
● an absence of necessary skills and competence for the decision of the task of hardware upgrade. 

2. The intelligent platform for technical systems modernization 
An intellectual platform of upgrade of technical systems (TS) at different stages of the life cycle is being developed. 

As noted above, there is a need for automation of tasks of dispatching and diagnostics and upgrade of technical 
systems3, 13. The appropriate subsystems are developed for these purposes in a platform. The detailed description of 
architecture of a platform is provided in12. Requirements to functions of subsystems of an intellectual platform are 
developed. 

Subsystems and their functions are listed here:  

● Multi-agent subsystem of monitoring and diagnostic of TS provides the interface for specifying of structure of the 
data file of monitoring of indices of the TS; collects parameters of system in real time (reflexive agent); looks for 
bursts and create a trend, carries out diagnostics of a status of system on the basis of expected values; compares of 
data of expected diagnostics with real a status of the TS, changes of coefficients of a method; analyzes 
retrospectives of parameters of the TS at different stages of its development for creation of lines of life cycle. 

● Subsystem of prediction of a status of the TS obtains data about parameters of functioning of the TS; predicts 
parameters of system on the basis of the ARIMA method3, 12; carries out diagnostics of a status of system on the 
basis of expected values; compares data of expected diagnostics with real a status of the TS, change of coefficients 
of a method; analyzes a retrospective of parameters of the TS at different stages of its development for creation of 
lines of life cycle. 

● Subsystem of formation of ontology creates classes, communications between classes and properties of classes in 
system Protégé; autocompletes class instance of ontology according to data files about the TS (the websites, tables); 
analyzes duplicating of copies of ontology. 

● Decision-making support subsystem enters alternatives and their assessment; organizes access to library of methods 
of support of decision-making. The library contains the following methods of support of acceptance of decisions: 
The Pareto method, a lexicographic method, a method of functions of preference, the hierarchy analysis method, a 
method of average ranks, a method of functions of usefulness of Neumann-Mongersterna, the valuation method by 
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